Hand movements and hemispheric specialization in dichhaptic explorations.
Dichhaptic testing has been widely used to assess lateralization in tactile processing. The rationale of dichhaptic testing is that simultaneous exploration of two objects enhances competition between relevant cortical areas in the right and left hemispheres. The synchronization of hand movements in a dichhaptic situation was investigated to determine whether both hands explore the two shapes simultaneously. Fourteen men were tested with the aid of a dichhaptic intermodal task. Tactile stimuli were composite shapes and the activity of each hand was assessed through analysis of hand contacts on each part of the shape. Only 20% of the total exploration time was devoted to simultaneous investigation of the two shapes. In addition, it was found that (i) the recognition accuracy was greater when the target shape was explored by the left hand compared with the right, and (ii) the left hand touched a greater number of parts of the stimuli than the right. Overall, comparison of the present data with those from a previous, monohaptic, task with the same stimuli suggests an advantage of dichhaptic over monohaptic testing to demonstrate laterality differences in accuracy of recognition. However, it is suggested that this advantage is due to cognitive factors rather than to competition between homologous cortical areas.